
Improve service velocity and 
accuracy in your drive-thru
Supercharge your most profitable 
service channel with our guest-friendly 
drive-thru solution

PAR Drive-Thru is a complete solution that helps your crew and your brand deliver fast, 
accurate service and the convenience that guests demand

• Maximize throughput with the intuitive PAR Drive-Thru Timer

• Gamify speed-of-sevice improvements with crew-facing dashboard that promotes competition among stores

• Improve order accuracy with crystal-clear headset communications



Elevate your drive-thru experience to keep guests coming back

Optimize operations and motivate your crew 
with the PAR Drive-Thru Timer

Restaurants using PAR Drive-Thru Timer typically reduce 
service times by at least ten seconds per vehicle. The result 
is five additional vehicles 
processed per hour, for more 
revenue with the same crew 
in the same amount of time. 
A typical return on investment 
is less than one month.

• When crews compete, everyone wins. Crew-facing 
screen  gamifies speed of service, motivates crews, 
and incentivizes improvements. See real-time service 
time rankings, car positions, and more

• Instantly identify and correct service issues, such as 
bottlenecks and training opportunities, to give guests 
the convenience they expect. Near-real-time reporting 
suggests ways to improve important service metrics

• Access above-store reporting on any web-enabled 
device for one or many locations. Easily filter data to 
achieve the view you need: enterprise, region, site, 
and even individual transactions

Keep orders flowing with the market-leading 
PAR G5® Headset

Unmatched sound clarity pairs with modular design for truly 
pleasant and accurate ordering conversations.

• Clear audio quality improves communication and order 
accuracy, keeping both your crew and guests satisfied 

• A comfortable, ergonomic fit makes the G5 a headset 
your crew will actually enjoy wearing

• Rock-solid construction and easy battery replacement 
improve uptime

• Modular design simplifies component replacement, 
saving you money should something break

10
SECONDS

saved 
per vehicle



PAR Drive-Thru is only part of 
what we offer. 
PAR Technology offers every tech a restaurant 
could ever need, front to back. You’ll find hardware, 
software, ordering, kitchen management, 
operations, guest loyalty & engagement, and so 
much more. Plus, our solutions ‘play nice’ with 
other providers’ solutions, so you can keep using 
the software that works for you, your team, and 
your restaurants. Working with one vendor for all 
your needs means you can focus on giving your 
guests great food and awesome experiences.

Ready to learn more 
or request a demo?
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Contact us today!

Wow drive-thru guests with your ordering, payments, 
and fulfillment prowess
From terminal to tablet, window to line-busting, PAR offers a range of software 
and hardware solutions that work as hard as you do

Keep the line moving, dramatically improve efficiency, simplify prep, and avoid 
waste with PAR KDS

Bring out the superhero in your kitchen  crew with a kitchen display 
system that connects your ordering and fulfillment service points

• Avoid drive-thru order pickup errors by automatically identifying cars out of sequence 
and notifying crew at pickup window (when used with Brink POS)

• Display orders from any of your ordering channels (when used with Brink POS)
• Track speed of service and alert your crew to critical time thresholds that can be 

configured to change color and/or flash
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